
Introduction

We knew. There was no need to hurry. It was too soon to generalize.
First of all, we must see as much as possible.

Ilf and Petrov, Little Golden America

Every detail of the adventure sounds implausible. In 1935, two Soviet
humorists undertook a 10,000-mile road trip from New York to
Hollywood and back, accompanied only by their guide, a gregarious
Russian Jewish immigrant, and chauffeur, his Russian-speaking,
American-born wife. That the Soviet Union under Stalin even had
humorists will come as a surprise to many. But Ilya Ilf and Evgeny
Petrov were genuine Soviet funnymen, the coauthors of two beloved
satirical novels, The Twelve Chairs (1928) and The Little Golden Calf
(1931). Even more surprising for those looking back through the prism
of Cold War hostility, neither the FBI nor the Soviet political police (the
NKVD) seems to have restricted the freewheeling trip.1

Ilf and Petrov arrived in the United States at a moment of hopeful
transition. The famine and shortages caused by the collectivization of
agriculture and Stalin’s crash industrialization program (the First Five-
Year Plan, 1928–1932), had eased. During the “three good years” of the
decade, 1934–1936, life for Soviet citizens was better if not quite, as
Stalin famously asserted, more joyous.2 The booming Soviet economy
offered an optimistic contrast to the West suffering through the Great
Depression. In the arts, the method of socialist realism had yet to be

1 Jonathan Waterlow, “Sanctioning Laughter in Stalin’s Soviet Union,” History Workshop
Journal, no. 79 (2015): 201–202; Dina Fainberg, Cold War Correspondents: Soviet and
American Reporters on the Ideological Front Lines (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University
Press, 2021). The FBI learned of the trip in connection with an investigation of Donald
Ogden Stewart and Ella Winter, who were married in 1939; “Solomon A. Trone: Internal
Security – R,” 19 October 1945, FBI 77-HQ-27252 (Trone FBI). In 1950, informants of
“known reliability,” who had known their guide Solomon Trone “intimately” between
1928 and 1934, told an FBI agent that the Soviet authorities were “highly suspicious” of
him as “possibly an American Intelligence Agent,” Report 20 June 1950.

2 Sheila Fitzpatrick, Everyday Stalinism: Ordinary Life in Extraordinary Times: Soviet Russia
in the 1930s (New York: Oxford University Press, 2000), 7.
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rigidly codified. In the realm of foreign affairs, the Soviet state’s
1933 establishment of diplomatic ties with the United States appeared
to presage more open relations with the West. Indeed, the trip seemed
designed to promote friendly cultural exchange.

By the time Ilf and Petrov published their account of their American
travels, the good years had ended. The August 1936 show trial of Stalin’s
political opponents produced more than a dozen death sentences and a
paroxysm of xenophobia. The Great Purges of 1937–1938 often targeted
cultural and political elites, who accused each other of ideological failings
and participation in vast and far-fetched conspiracies involving foreign
intelligence agencies. Supposedly implemented to root out hidden
enemies who might organize a lethal fifth column in the event of war,
the purges coincided with mounting distrust of friendly, or indeed any
relations with the capitalist world.

Thus, the most mindboggling feature of Ilf and Petrov’s adventure is
the fact that in 1937, at the height of the Stalinist terror, when any sort of
connection to foreigners raised suspicions of treason or espionage, their
American travelogue was published in both the Soviet Union and the
United States.3 Despite the grim political climate, their photo essay
“American Photographs” and their book Odnoetazhnaia Amerika (Low-
Rise America, literally One-Story America) reached a wide and appre-
ciative Soviet audience. The title referred to the writers’ interest in
finding the “real” America of low-rise buildings beyond the skyscrapers
of New York. To capitalize on the American success of The Little Golden
Calf, the US publisher substituted Little Golden America for the clunky
“one-story America.” Under the circumstances, the American title with
its golden spin on the land of capitalism was unfortunate. But it was not
wholly inaccurate. The America Ilf and Petrov described was at once the
spiritually impoverished antithesis of the socialist utopia under construc-
tion in the USSR and, even during the Great Depression, a phenomen-
ally rich model of efficiency and modernity.

Taking Ilf and Petrov’s adventure as a point of departure, this book
tells the story of Soviet–American relations as a road trip. While there is a
vast historical literature on the interwar “pilgrimage to Russia” that
Michael David-Fox deems “one of the most notorious events in the
political and intellectual history of the twentieth century,” historians have

3 Il0ia Il0f and Evgenii Petrov, Odnoetazhnaia Amerika (hereafter OA) (Moscow:
Khudozhestvennaia literatura, 1937); Little Golden America: Two Famous Soviet
Humorists Survey the United States (hereafter LGA), trans. Charles Malamuth (New
York: Farrar and Rinehart, 1937).
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paid relatively little attention to travel in the opposite direction.4 Interwar
trips to Russia came to seem particularly “notorious” because they were
managed and monitored by the Soviet state with the apparent aim of
persuading – if not “duping” – Western visitors, especially intellectuals,
into supporting the Soviet system. Not incidentally, the state’s role in
cultural diplomacy has left historians a vast and centralized archive from
agencies such as VOKS (the All-Union Society for Cultural Ties
Abroad) that offers a window into the Soviet side of these exchanges.

By contrast, in the interwar years, the United States government had
little involvement in cultural diplomacy beyond the basic regulatory task
of issuing visas. For the historian, this situation offers an opportunity to
push the history of cultural diplomacy beyond its traditional focus on
state initiatives (such as VOKS) by exploring how a variety of nonstate
actors shaped cultural relations. However, the fact that the US govern-
ment did not guide or systematically track Soviet visitors also means that
the archival records of their activities are fragmented and incomplete.

Retracing Ilf and Petrov’s American road trip offers an innovative and
fruitful means of locating the widely scattered individuals engaged in
building friendly relations. To a degree unacknowledged in their pub-
lished accounts, the writers relied on immigrants, communists, and
fellow travelers as hosts, guides, and translators. Following the clues in
their notes and letters, I identified many of these intermediaries. Their
stories not only open new perspectives on Ilf and Petrov’s American
adventures, they also illuminate the understudied question of how
Soviet travelers in the United States interacted with immigrant commu-
nities and allow us to understand how ordinary people became creative
actors in cultural exchanges.

Because Ilf and Petrov were famous writers who met with prominent
American authors, artists, and critics, many of their exchanges involved
“culture” in the narrow sense. Investigating their adventures,
I was able to flesh out cultural studies scholars’ references to the trans-
national networks that linked Soviet and American modernists.5

4 Michael David-Fox, Showcasing the Great Experiment: Cultural Diplomacy and Western
Visitors to the Soviet Union, 1921–1941 (New York: Oxford University Press, 2012), 1.
See, for example, Sylvia R. Margulies, The Pilgrimage to Russia: The Soviet Union and the
Treatment of Foreigners, 1924–1937 (Madison: University of Wisconsin Press, 1968); Paul
Hollander, Political Pilgrims: Western Intellectuals in Search of the Good Society, 4th ed. (New
Brunswick, NJ: Transaction Publishers, 1998); Ludmila Stern, Western Intellectuals and
the Soviet Union, 1920–1940: From Red Square to the Left Bank (New York: Routledge,
2006); Julia L. Mickenberg, American Girls in Red Russia: Chasing the Soviet Dream
(Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2017).

5 Katherine M. H. Reischl, Photographic Literacy: Cameras in the Hands of Russian Authors
(Ithaca, NY: Cornell University Press, 2018), 17; Barnaby Haran, Watching the Red
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My reconstruction of Ilf and Petrov’s encounters with American cultural
producers, including the novelists John Dos Passos and Ernest
Hemingway, as well as Russian and Jewish immigrants working in
Hollywood, reveals the personal, multidirectional, and contingent nature
of cultural exchange.

The book also examines culture in the broader sense, addressing the
fundamental question of whether and how cross-cultural understanding
happens. Under what conditions can interactions with other cultures and
other people become mutually transforming experiences? Work on
Western travelers in the Soviet Union proposes that their visits “triggered
a process of intense mutual appraisal.”6 By contrast, much of the schol-
arship on Russian travelers in the United States suggests that such
contacts produced little self-reflection, let alone transformation. The
historian Meredith Roman argues that Soviet visitors were more con-
cerned with signaling their “superior racial consciousness” than in ques-
tioning their stereotypes of African Americans as “naturally gifted
dancers, musicians, and performers.”7 Literary studies of Russian
American travelogues, including Ilf and Petrov’s, emphasize that they
relied less on “firsthand impressions” than “the framework imposed by
literary tradition.” Quoting Ilf and Petrov’s assertion that they “glided
over the country, as over the chapters of a long, entertaining novel,”
Milla Fedorova concludes that “the travelers read America rather than
saw it.” They were less interested in making discoveries than in confirm-
ing their view of their own country and themselves in the mirror of a
mythical Other.8 Without minimizing the power of the literary, ideo-
logical, and cultural preconceptions that prompted a particular “reading”
of America, I focus on the complex task of translating American people,

Dawn: The American Avant-Garde and the Soviet Union (Manchester: Manchester
University Press, 2016), 5.

6 Michael David-Fox, “The Fellow Travelers Revisited: The ‘Cultured West’ though
Soviet Eyes,” Journal of Modern History 75 (June 2003): 301; Sheila Fitzpatrick,
“Foreigners Observed: Moscow Visitors in the 1930s under the Gaze of Their Soviet
Guides,” Russian History 35 (Spring/Summer 2008): 232–33; Jessica Wardhaugh,
“Europe in the Mirror of Russia: How Interwar Travels to the Soviet Union Reshaped
European Perceptions of Borders, Time, and History,” Contemporary European History 32
(2023): 97–113.

7 Meredith L. Roman, “Forging Soviet Racial Enlightenment: Soviet Writers Condemn
American Racial Mores, 1926, 1936, 1946,” Historian 74 (Fall 2012): 528, 545.

8 Milla Fedorova, Yankees in Petrograd, Bolsheviks in New York: America and Americans in
Russian Literary Perception (DeKalb: Northern Illinois University Press, 2006), 7; Olga
Peters Hasty and Susan Fusso, trans., eds., America through Russian Eyes, 1874–1926
(New Haven, CT: Yale University Press, 1988); E. R. Ponomarev, “Puteshestvie v
tsarstvo Koshcheia: Angliia i Amerika v sovetskoi putevoi literature 1920–1930-kh gg,”
Vestnik SPBGUKU, no. 1 (March 2012): 29–42, and no. 2 ( June 2012): 26–34.
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places, and practices into Soviet terms.9 Drawing on sources from both
sides, I examine specific encounters between the Soviet tourists and the
“natives” as a means of assessing the process and possibility of question-
ing or even reshaping presuppositions about the Other.

Ilf-and-Petrov

Ilya Ilf and Evgeny Petrov shared roots in Odesa, a bustling, cosmopol-
itan port on the Black Sea. The only city in the empire to which Jews
could move without special permission, Odesa had a reputation for
rogues, wit, and irreverence.10 Ilf, born Ilya Arnoldovich Fainzilberg in
1897, was Jewish, the son of a bank clerk. Petrov, born Evgeny Petrovich
Kataev in 1903, came from more elevated circumstances as the son of a
lycée teacher. He took the pen name Petrov to distinguish himself from
his older brother Valentin Kataev, already an established writer. In 1923,
Ilf and Petrov moved separately to Moscow, where both eventually
became writers at Gudok (The Steam Whistle), the railway workers’
newspaper that employed Kataev and other writers who became major
literary figures: Isaac Babel, Mikhail Bulgakov, and Yuri Olesha.11

The writers began their partnership in 1927. According to Kataev, he
proposed the treasure hunt story that became their first collaboration,
The Twelve Chairs, a cross-country search for diamonds hidden in one of
twelve dining room chairs dispersed by the Revolution. Ilf and Petrov,
writing each sentence together, quickly finished the novel. It was an
immediate success among readers, who took to its hero, the “smooth
operator” Ostap Bender. Out to make a fortune in the not fully socialist
Russia of the 1920s, Bender got his throat cut at the end of the story. But
the con man proved so popular that Ilf and Petrov resurrected him for
their second novel, The Little Golden Calf, which took Bender on another
road trip. This time he and his sidekicks stalked an underground Soviet

9 Eleonory Gilburd, To See Paris and Die: The Soviet Lives of Western Culture (Cambridge,
MA: Belknap Press of Harvard University Press, 2018), 9–12.

10 Jarrod Tanny, City of Rogues and Schnorrers: Russia’s Jews and the Myth of Odessa
(Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 2011); Roshanna Sylvester, Tales of Old
Odessa: Crime and Civility in a City of Thieves (DeKalb: Northern Illinois University
Press, 2005).

11 Biographical material from Alice Nakhimovsky, “How the Soviets Solved the Jewish
Question: The Il0f-Petrov Novels and Il0f’s Jewish Stories,” Symposium 53 (January
1999): 94–96; Alexandra Il0f, “Foreword,” in Il0ia Il0f and Evgenii Petrov, The Twelve
Chairs: A Novel, trans. Anne O. Fisher (Evanston, IL: Northwestern University Press,
2011), xi–xxvi; Mikhail Odesskii and David Fel0dman, “Kommentarii,” in Il0ia Il0f and
Evgenii Petrov, Dvenadstat0 stul0ev (Moscow: Vagrius, 1999), 444–541.
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millionaire, whose riches Bender hoped to appropriate. (Figures 0.1
and 0.2)

Thus, the writers became the much-loved single entity Ilf-and-Petrov.
By the early 1990s, print runs of their novels ran to over 40 million
copies.12 In the 1930s, English translations found enthusiastic readers
in the United States. When Ilf and Petrov met Upton Sinclair, he told
them that “he had never laughed harder than when reading The Little
Golden Calf.”13 In the United States, the two writers were sometimes
referred to as the “Soviet Mark Twain.” They seemed to appreciate the
irony of the nickname and played up their kinship with the American

Figure 0.1 Ilya Ilf reading the book The 12 Chairs, c. 1930. Eleazar
Langman. Wikimedia Commons

12 Lesley Milne,How They Laughed: Zoshchenko and the Ilf–Petrov Partnership (Birmingham:
Centre for Russian and East European Studies, 2003), 127–28.

13 Il0f, 22 December 1935, in Il0ia Il0f and Evgenii Petrov,Odnoetazhnaia Amerika: Pis0ma iz
Ameriki, ed. A. I. Il0f (Moscow: Tekst, 2003) (hereafter PIA), 476; Diamonds to Sit On:
A Russian Comedy of Errors, trans. Elizabeth Hill and Doris Mundie (New York: Harper
& Bros., 1930); The Little Golden Calf, trans. Charles Malamuth (New York: Farrar and
Rinehart, 1932).
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funnyman.14 Via an interpreter, Petrov told reporters from the New
Yorker that “It is because life is so tragical that we write funny books.”
His mention of the pair’s visit the previous day to the Mark Twain house
in Hartford, Connecticut, prompted a grinning Ilf, the more reserved
and sardonic of the two, to chime in with the assertion “that Mark Twain
had a very tragical life. Dark, gloomy.”15

Figure 0.2 Evgeny Petrov reading the English edition of The Little
Golden Calf, c. 1930. Eleazar Langman. Wikimedia Commons.

14 Erika Wolf, “Introduction,” in Erika Wolf, ed., Ilf and Petrov’s American Road Trip: The
1935 Travelogue of Two Soviet Writers Ilya Ilf and Evgeny Petrov, trans. Anne O. Fisher
(New York: Cabinet Books, 2007) (hereafter ART), xiii.

15 A. J. Liebling and Harold Ross, “Soviet Funny Men,” New Yorker,
9 November 1935, 13.
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By the time Ilf and Petrov came to America, the heyday of Soviet
satire was passing.16 When the reporters from the New Yorker, Harold
Ross and A. J. Liebling, wondered whether the Second Five-Year
Plan “had anything to say about humor,” Petrov responded, “it hasn’t.”
At the same time, Ross and Liebling reported that both authors
were “somewhat concerned” by Commissar of Enlightenment Anatoly
Lunacharsky’s warning that at some point there would be no “imper-
fections” left to satirize in the Soviet Union. To the question of what the
writers would do then, “Petrov said that there would always remain some
material: standard stuff like mothers-in-laws.” But America was a differ-
ent story. In the United States they could describe “rogues, swindlers,
and other raffish characters” to their hearts’ content.17

As it turned out, Ilf and Petrov’s American road trip was their last
major collaboration. Ilf, whom the New Yorker profile described as
“gaunt,” was ill with tuberculosis. He died in April 1937, just as the first
edition of Low-Rise America was published. In 1942, Petrov, working as a
war correspondent, died in a plane crash. Their untimely deaths helped
to shield them and their work from political attacks. Such attacks were
certainly possible in the toxic atmosphere of the Stalinist purges, as the
authors well understood. Nonetheless, the travelogue remained a popu-
lar Soviet guide to all things American and, with a hiatus during the so-
called anti-cosmopolitan campaign of the late 1940s, widely available.18

Fiction and Fact

In early October 1935, Ilf and Petrov, traveling as reporters for Pravda,
arrived in New York City in style but on a budget. They sailed from
Le Havre on the Normandie, at the time the largest, fastest, and swankiest
ship afloat. Because it was the off season, the cruise line upgraded them
from tourist to first-class accommodation. In letters to their wives, Ilf and
Petrov described their cabin as “luxurious,” paneled in highly polished
wood, with two wide wooden beds, two “huge wall closets with a million

16 Annie Gérin, Devastation and Laughter: Satire, Power, and Culture in the Early Soviet State
(1920s–1930s) (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 2018), 185–90.

17 Liebling and Ross, “Soviet Funny Men,” 13–14; A. V. Lunacharskii, “Il0f and Petrov,”
1931, http://lunacharsky.newgod.su/lib/ss-tom-2/ilf-i-petrov/ (accessed 21 August 2022).

18 Evgenii Petrov to Charlz [Charles Malamuth], 4 June 1937; Malamuth to [John] Farrar,
7 July 1937, Charles Malamuth Papers, Columbia University Rare Books and
Manuscript Library, Box 1. Wolf, “Introduction,” ART, xiv; Aleksandr Etkind,
Tolkovanie puteshestvii: Rossiia i Amerika v travelogakh i intertekstakh (Moscow: Novoe
literaturnoe obozrenie, 2001); Milne, How They Laughed, 255–68.
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hangers” for their meagre wardrobes, armchairs, and a private bath.19

Their first night in New York, the authors paid $5 (the equivalent of
about $110 in 2023) for an “old-fashioned” room at the Prince George
Hotel. Conveniently located on Twenty-Eighth Street between Fifth and
Madison Avenues, the hotel attracted many Soviets doing business in the
United States. The next day, after meeting with the Soviet consul in New
York, they moved to what Petrov described as a “very fashionable area”
of Midtown Manhattan near Park Avenue, Radio City, and the Empire
State Building. From their room on the twenty-seventh floor of the
Shelton Hotel at Lexington and Forty-Ninth Street (three stories below
Georgia O’Keeffe’s 1920s studio) they had an “enchanting” view of
Manhattan’s “most famous skyscrapers,” Brooklyn, and two bridges over
the East River, which Petrov mistook for the Hudson.20 It is not clear
who picked up the bill. Ilf, who brought $999 to New York, carefully kept
track of expenses down to a ten-cent cup of tea. But he did not specify the
cost of the room overlooking New York.21

The pair’s first big purchase in the United States was a “splendid
typewriter” ($33), on which they immediately began documenting their
journey.22 Like many Soviet writers, Ilf and Petrov had experience as
journalists, novelists, playwrights, and screenwriters. The work they
produced during and after their trip to the United States attests to this
flexibility. They published feuilletons in Pravda while still in the United
States and sent numerous letters home. Ilf kept a journal and took
hundreds of photographs. In 1936, Ogonek, something like a Soviet Life
magazine, serialized their photo essay “American Photographs,”
which featured Ilf’s photos and their collaborative text.23 Low-Rise
America itself defies classification. Literary critics have variously identi-
fied it as a book-sketch, literary reportage, a novel, a satire, a picaresque,
and a travelogue.24

19 PIA, Il0f, Petrov, 4 October 1935, 422, 425; P. de Malglaive, “French Ideas of Ship
Planning and Decoration,” Journal of the Royal Society of Arts 85 (16 April
1937): 500–520.

20 Il0ia Il0f, Zapisnye knizhki, 1925–1937: Pervoe polnoe izdanie, ed. A. I. Il0f (Moscow: Tekst,
2000) (hereafter ZK), 7 October, 426; PIA, Petrov, 8 October 1935, 426, 427; Nancy J.
Scott, Georgia O’Keeffe (London: Reaktion Books, 2015), 105–07; Bureau of Labor
Statistics, CPI Inflation Calculator, www.bls.gov/data/inflation_calculator.htm
(accessed 8 April 2023).

21 ZK, 1 October, 423, 477. 22 PIA, Il0f, 11 October 1935, 428.
23 Karen L. Ryan, “Imagining America: Il0f and Petrov’s ‘Odnoetazhnaia Amerika’ and

Ideological Alterity,” Canadian Slavonic Papers 44 (September–December
2002): 264–65.

24 Ryan, “Imagining America,” 263–64; Fedorova, Yankees, 75; Marcia Morris, “Russia:
The Picaresque Repackaged,” in J. A. Garrido Ardila, ed., The Picaresque Novel in
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Clearly grounded in fact, Ilf and Petrov’s literary production blurred
the border between documentary and fiction. Their published work often
hews closely to notes made and letters sent during the trip. My research
in American archives and published sources largely corroborates their
tales. Nonetheless, Ilf and Petrov took many liberties with chronology,
names, and identifications. In addition to obscuring many of their con-
tacts’ roots in the Russian empire, Ilf and Petrov left quite a bit out of
their published work – notably Ilf’s uncles and cousins in Hartford and
the writers’ efforts to sell a screenplay. Such “refashioning of factual
material” was common in Soviet newspaper sketches, which aimed not
only or primarily to inform readers but to persuade and activate them.25

While Ilf and Petrov’s published work left out and reworked a great
deal, it was not straightforward anti-capitalist propaganda. As reporters
for Pravda, the writers’ remit was highlighting the “distance” that separ-
ated “the world of socialism” from the “the capitalist world.”26 But they
were always astute observers, attuned to, and willing to include, the
perspectives of people who straddled the divide between “ourselves”
and the Other. Having received a $300 advance from their American
publisher, which bankrolled their brand-new Ford Fordor Sedan ($260
down and $312 due in two months), Ilf and Petrov collected their
impressions with the expectation that their travelogue would have audi-
ences in both the Soviet Union and the United States.27 Certainly, they
included many condescending generalizations about Americans: they are
loud and always laughing; they lack curiosity; they prefer trashy movies to
good books. Yet Ilf and Petrov also found much to admire and described
plenty of Americans who did not fit the stereotypes.28 The very forms in
which they told their tale – the photo documentary and the picaresque –

connected them to modernist literary experiments in both the Soviet

Western Literature: From the Sixteenth Century to the Neopicaresque (New York: Cambridge
University Press, 2015), 211–13; Mark Hale Teeter, “The Early Soviet de Tocquevilles:
Method, Voice, and Social Commentary in the First Generation of Soviet Travel
‘Publitsistika’ (1925–1936)” (PhD diss., Georgetown University, 1987),
4–15, 263–325.

25 Jeremy Hicks, Dziga Vertov: Defining Documentary Film (London: I. B. Tauris, 2007), 14
(refashioning), 9; Matthew Lenoe, Closer to the Masses: Stalinist Culture, Social Revolution,
and Soviet Newspapers (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 2004), 26,
157, 235–36.

26 OA, 394.
27 ZK, 18 October 1935, 437; PIA, Il0f, 10 November 1935; Petrov, 12 November 1935,

446, 447.
28 Maria Natarova, “Ot agitatsionnogo lozugna k khudozhestvennomu obrazu: Amerika v

povesti I. Il0fa i E. Petrova ‘Odnoetazhnaia Amerika,’” in Rossiia i SShA: Formy
literaturnogo dialoga (Moscow: RGGU, 2000), 31.
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Union and the capitalist West that challenged simplistic ways of seeing
the world.29

On the Road

From their first days in New York, Ilf and Petrov started planning an
American road trip. Initially, their plans were modest. In early October,
Ilf wrote his wife, Maria Nikolaevna, that they would undertake a two-
week trip with the Soviet consul to Chicago and Detroit, then to Canada
and back to New York City.30 Within two weeks, their plans became
grander: a “colossal journey” of more than 15,000 kilometers (9,300
miles) to begin in early November. Doing some calculations in his
notebook, Ilf figured the two-month journey would set them back about
$2,000. Petrov sketched the proposed route for his wife, Valentina
Leontevna: “New York, Buffalo, Niagara Falls, across Canada to
Detroit, Chicago, Kansas City, Santa Fe, then … to San Francisco.
That’s already California. Then – Los Angeles (including Hollywood),
San Diego, a bit of Mexican territory, Texas, Mississippi, Florida,
Washington, New York.” Upon returning in January 1936, Ilf and
Petrov planned to take a twelve- or fourteen-day trip by “banana boat”
to Cuba and Jamaica before sailing for home via England. The eight-
week road trip largely followed this ambitious itinerary; the pair decided
to skip the “tropics,” likely out of growing concern for Ilf’s health
(Figure 0.3).31

While working out their route, Ilf and Petrov traveled around the East
Coast, visiting Washington, DC, Hartford, and the General Electric
(GE) headquarters in Schenectady, New York. They made the last of
these trips on 28 October 1935 with Solomon Trone, a retired engineer
who had worked for GE in the Soviet Union, and his wife Florence.
In early November, the Trones agreed to guide Ilf and Petrov on their
journey through the “real” America of small towns and low-rise build-
ings.32 Florence did the driving. In Low-Rise America, Ilf and Petrov
turned the couple into Mr. and Mrs. Adams, retaining his connection
to GE and her skill as a chauffeur.

29 Erika Wolf, “The Author as Photographer: Tret0iakov’s, Erenburg’s, and Il0f’s Images of
the West,” Configurations 18 (2010): 384; Jeff Allred, American Modernism and Depression
Documentary (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2009), 6–10, 21; Miriam Udel, Never
Better! The Modern Jewish Picaresque (Ann Arbor: University of Michigan Press,
2016), xiv–xv.

30 PIA, Il0f, 8 October 1935, 428.
31 ZK, 18 October, 437; PIA, Petrov, 6 November 1935, 444.
32 PIA, Il0f, 4 November 1935, 443.
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Eighty-four years later, with Ilf and Petrov’s copious notes as my
guide, I undertook my own Soviet American road trip. Each stop along
their route became a discrete research problem, and each vignette
required its own, often creative, sourcing solution. I tracked down a wide
range of characters who had interacted with Ilf and Petrov: diplomats,
journalists, anthropologists, artists, poets, novelists, filmmakers, engin-
eers, jokers, dockworkers, revolutionaries, and a few scoundrels. In some
cases, I was able to corroborate their stories. When I found no direct
trace of Ilf and Petrov’s visit, I investigated their contacts’ wider connec-
tions to Soviet visitors and Soviet culture. In addition to personal papers,
the book makes extensive use of institutional, governmental, and corpor-
ate archives to establish the conditions under which personal and cultural
exchanges occurred. The most challenging problem was finding the
ordinary people with whom Ilf and Petrov interacted. I drew on commu-
nity oral history projects, including a remarkable series of life history
interviews collected in 1935–1936 as part of a survey of San Francisco’s
ethnic minorities. In addition to archival sources, I have employed pub-
lished sources including newspapers, memoirs, and contemporary
anthropological research to get a sense of how individuals participated
in and understood cultural exchanges.

My road trip through the past begins with a review of the rules of the
road and lay of the land: visa regulations, travel restrictions, and must-see
attractions. But I focus on the process of travel, the planned and chance
encounters that transform an itinerary into a journey. My purpose in
excavating the archival traces of Ilf and Petrov’s trip was less to judge
their accuracy than to locate their informants’ perspectives. Read against
Ilf and Petrov’s notes and narratives, the American stories illuminate the
shared concerns as well as the preconceptions and misconceptions that
shaped and sometimes limited efforts to understand the Other.

I also retraced Ilf and Petrov’s road trip more literally. Following their
abundant clues, I was able to rephotograph many of Ilf’s subjects from
virtually the same spots from which he shot them in 1935.
Rephotography can be a powerful means of documenting social change.
For sociologists, it involves producing photographs of a particular place,
social group, or phenomenon over time and reviewing the resulting
photographs for evidence of change.33 Ilf’s photographs are well suited
to this technique as he was explicitly interested in documenting the social
reality of the Depression. But I was less concerned with establishing what

33 Jon H. Rieger, “Rephotography for Documenting Social Change,” in Eric Margolis and
Luc Pawels, eds., The SAGE Handbook of Visual Research Methods (Los Angeles: SAGE,
2011), 132–49.
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was/is in front of the lens than what the photographer cropped. Locating
Ilf’s vantage point, standing almost literally in his shoes, allowed me to
see how he framed his shots and constructed his view of “real America.”

In undertaking my own Soviet American road trip, I tried, like Ilf and
Petrov, to travel and observe unhurriedly, striving to see as much as
possible. Like the Soviet visitors, I made the trip always aware of the
difficulty of leaving my own world behind. For Ilf and Petrov, the
American highways over which they traveled were always “in our
thoughts” Soviet highways. Similarly, for the historian traveling the
highways of the past, the present is never far away. The travelers’ investi-
gations of American modernity, inequality, racism, and immigration
inevitably call to mind current problems. Imagining present-day land-
scapes as the subject of the Soviet author and photographer’s gaze opens
unexpected alternatives to our own ingrained ways of seeing Russia,
America, and ourselves.34

34 Fedorova, Yankees, 22; Tim Youngs, The Cambridge Introduction to Travel Writing (New
York: Cambridge University Press, 2013), 163–66.
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